Saloma axed by Poli. Sci.

Ex-UAP Dr. Jack Saloma, recently cited by the Jaycees as a major new project for the Draper Laboratories in accordance with recommendations set down by the Pounds Panel report.

The three proposals involve guidance component development, an extension of the current Deep Submerged Rescue Vehicle (DSRV) project, and basic research in computer software with possible weapons applications. MIT officials have declined to release any specific information on any of these proposals. According to Professor Albert Hill, Vice-President for Research and President of the Draper Laboratories, the Institute and policy makers involved in the proposals do not want publicity during the negotiating stages. Other than that they do not know if all the details were released, others said they could attempt to negotiate the lessening MIT's chances of the proposal, sponsored by the Air Force and involving a total of $85 million over a four-

to five year period, calls for the research and development of a guided missile in an Inertial Measuring Unit (IMU). Employing accelerometers and gyroscopes, the device would be used to increase greatly navigation and guidance accuracy. Under this proposal, the D-Labs would do basic research valued at $42 million, with the remainder done by private industry. According to Dr. Charles Stark Draper, Vice-Director of the Draper Laboratories, another proposal under consideration includes the areas of deep submergence and ocean surveillance. This proposal would be an outgrowth of previous work done at the D-Labs. The initial contract, if signed, would last for one year and is valued at half a million dollars, with the Navy as sponsor. However, People feel that this proposal may eventually lead to larger contracts. A second proposal under consideration is a Navy fund request for this proposal. In the next year, if the get has turned down. Therefore, work could begin on this project at any time. This raises the possibility that this proposal would actually be reactivated on the present DSRV project since the contract expires within 2 years with funding levels reduced substantially. The third proposal involves the study of ways to generate computer software to solve specific problems. The nature of the problems has remained undisclosed but one source said that there were direct military applications. Funded by the Air Force, the proposed research would be carried out by a group of D-Lab personnel under Dr. Charles Beck Landring, Jr. Although Dr. Lanning stated that he could not release the dollar amount involved without specific authorization, one source placed it at approximately half a million dollars over the entire life of the proposed contract.

The exact nature of the proposal is unknown but Institute officials declined to release any specific information included in the proposal.

Controversy arising from the proposal is the relationship between weapons research.

Dr. Charles Stark Draper – will the laboratories bearing his name accept a $42 million share of an $85 million Air Force contract?
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Conference unifies radicals

(Continued from page 1) completely open with everyone having one vote. The SMC National Office in Washington published all the position-papers submitted by individuals and groups to guarantee fair discussion of different points of view.

The conference was long but well run and, despite attempts at disruption by a few individuals, it was able to conduct its business and set plans for the anti-war actions this spring. The basic proposal, which was passed by an overwhelming majority, was submitted by the SMC National Office. It calls for continuation of the general program of SMC and for mass demonstrations against the war to be held all over the country Wednesday, April 15. The entire week of the 15th will be devoted to anti-war actions of all sorts including those against campus complicity, support to anti-war GI’s and high school students, and actions led by Black and Women’s Liberation groups.

April 15 demonstrations April 15 will see massive student strikes against the war during the day with city-wide marches and demonstrations in the evening. April 15 was originally chosen by the New Mobilization Committee as a day for taxpayer protests against the war. SMC intends to work with New Mobe and all other anti-war groups to build the biggest anti-war demonstrations in history on that day.

MIT-SCM will hold its first called for continuation of the New Mobilization Committee will participate and try to build support for the April actions from every other anti-war group in the area.

Open 8:00 to 5:30 Larry’s Barber Shop

for that well-groomed look

545 Tech Square

(serving Techmen for over 35 years)

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BECOME A MINISTER?

ORDINATION IS WITHOUT QUESTION AND FOR LIFE. LEGAL IN ALL 50 STATES AND MOST FOREIGN COUNTRIES. PERFORM LEGAL MARRIAGES, ORDINATIONS AND FUNERALS. RECEIVE DISCOUNTS ON SOME FARES. OVER 250,000 MISSIONARIES HAVE ALREADY BEEN ORDAINED. MINISTER’S CREDENTIALS AND LICENSE SENT: AN ORDAINMENT CERTIFICATE FOR FRAMING AND AN ID CARD FOR YOUR BILLFOLD. WE NEED YOUR HELP TOWARD MARITAL, HANDLING, AND YOUTH ADMINISTRATION COSTS. YOUR GENEROUS CONTRIBUTION IS APPRECIATED.

ENCLOSE A FREE WILL OFFERING.

Write to: UNIVERSE LIFE CHURCH

BOX 8071

FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33314

Will the friendly lady show the sailors the ropes?? Find out on The Don Adams Special: “Hooray for Hollywood...” brought to you by Budweiser, the King of Beers. Thursday, February 26, 8 p.m. EST.

Anheuser-Busch, Inc. * St. Louis

Are you a senior? Classes will be over before you know it. But, not your education. Sanders Associates, a Fortune 500 company, largest company in New Hampshire — emphasizes education. We’re moving ahead in so many fields, we’re so much a part of tomorrow, that we can’t afford not to. Here’s what it could mean for you.

A MYRIAD OF OPPORTUNITIES. Sanders offers an unusual combination of opportunities in the design, manufacture and sale of electronic systems. Sanders is active in an ever-widening range of commercial applications, defense, space, electro-optics, ocean systems and exciting combinations of all the disciplines involved.

A UNIQUE PRE-PAY TUTION PLAN. Just about every large company reimburses employees for job related courses. At Sanders, we pre-pay tuition up to 100%. You don’t have to pay out your own money first and then wait for months to get it back.

MASTERS & DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS for engineers, mathematicians and physicists in their chosen discipline or business administration. Outstanding candidates receive full tuition, as well as a stipend for living expenses, company benefit package, and opportunity for salaried, part-time work.

IN-PLANT GRADUATE PROGRAMS offered by leading New England universities, including masters degrees in electrical and mechanical engineering, computer science, and busings administration.

EDUCATIONAL COUNSELING SERVICE to help match education with career goals.

Our representatives will be visiting your college campus soon to interview men and women who will receive bachelor degrees in Business Administration, Engineering or the Liberal Arts. To find out more about Sanders Associates, and its 13 major locations along the Eastern seaboard, contact your placement office, and tell them you want to talk with the Sanders representative when he is on campus.

Or, fill out the following information and mail to: Mr. Robert T. Trowbridge, Industrial Relations Division, Sanders Associates, Inc., 95 Cana St., Nashua, N.H. 03060

Please send me more information about Sanders, and your system and product programs.

Name

Address (School)

Address (Home)

Major

When Graduate

Draft Status

Comments

WRITE TO:

Vocation Director

Paulist Fathers

80 Maim St.

415 West 53rd Street

New York, N.Y. 10018

You’re getting out

We’re coming in.
Engineers: Join the diversified world of Martin Marietta


We're looking for qualified Aeronautical, Electrical, Electronic, Mechanical and Civil Engineers. We offer them deep and rewarding involvement in significant, long-term Research, Development, Design, Test, Evaluation, and Production programs in the fields listed above.

We have major facilities in Baltimore, Maryland; Denver, Colorado; Orlando, Florida; Wheeling, Illinois; and field operations at Cape Kennedy and Vandenberg AFB. Each location offers opportunities for continuing education with financial support.

Representative on campus
Thurs. & Fri. March 5, 6

For interview, contact placement office. If unable to schedule interview, please send resume to:
Director, College Relations
Aerospace Group Dept. 115
Martin Marietta Corporation
Friendship International Airport
Maryland 21240

MARTIN MARIETTA
An Equal Opportunity Employer—Male or Female

PRECEDENT SETTING CASE ANTICIPATED
(Continued from page 1)
contracts set by the Pounds Panel. According to Hoag, if the D-Lab carries out this work, they would not be making any direct-line decisions on how weapons were manufactured or used.

Many believe that the final disposition of the proposal will set a precedent for the approval of future proposals and therefore consider the decision critical.

IBM will be interviewing on campus Feb. 23, 24

We'd like to talk to you if you're interested in a career in science and engineering, programming, or marketing. Sign up at your placement office.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
The Second Pentagon

During the past year, many serious questions about the role of the Special Laboratories in the life of the Institute have been raised. MIT’s response to a continuing clamor by students and faculty for openness has been the Pounds Review Panel. In its final report, the Panel recommended that the Labs try to “diversify their image” so that the entire orientation would not be military-related.

Additionally, the MIT Administration announced at the time that they felt the future, discussion, about the Labs, would be more open and that fewer of its contract proceedings would remain secret. A standing faculty-student committee to review proposed Lab contracts and recommend what work the Labs should or should not be doing, was to be set up. The committee was to report on the merits of the Pounds Panel and the Administration’s decision to diversify, as well as to make new proposals.

Today’s The Tech carries two stories about new Lab contract proposals which have not been officially announced. The Administration had its reasons for not releasing the news, we feel that the information is of vital importance to the future of the Institute. Certainly many students, faculty, and in particular political ideologues find it easier to keep a lot of secrets and to remain ignorant; we, the students, are not. Why should all others, our peers, not be informed? To ask is to merit the attention of the MIT community. The first is an $85 million contract, half of which would go to the Instrumentation Laboratory, whose prime aim is the building of a high accuracy guidance component. The component could be used to guide anything—anything. Defenders of the project maintain that its primary value is civilian-oriented, and it looks as if the Department of Defense, the Air Force may ultimately have other ideas.

The other project may serve as a test case for the very future of the Labs at MIT. A member of the climate research committee has stated that if the Administration does not reject the proposal, while simultaneously, Lab workers are said to be considering leaving the project, it is said the Lab would have been left “standing on the sidelines” if it were not for the “incredible computer development, should be laid open for the whole community to debate. In the course of this discussion, we will perhaps come to understand what are the necessary conditions for getting us to help make the story public.

The question of serious military research on campus is one which divides our community a lot more now than ever, there is a need for openness. The Tech would like to be able to take a stand either for or against these new contract proposals; however, with the information available to us, it is not possible. Much of the necessary information may be classified, and the rest is being zealously guarded by Administration types. In conclusion we would like to suggest that this research be made more open in this field, and urge the Administration to submit the question to campus-wide review.

Revolution as religion

By Steve Carhart

Most of the attention which has been paid to the recent activity toward the activities of various factions and sects has been directed toward those groups as political organizations. While they certainly are that, they also have characteristics strikingly typical of many of the characteristics of most religions and radical thought, as well as the messiness of groping for in such a dissonant world view which has come forth recently to vie for the allegiance of those who have seen the failings and contradictions of the traditional God and Country outlook. Any one who has made the slightest attempt to look for it has found that the current search for new religious beliefs is not as novel as it was—-a number of prominent theologians have noted that the interests of those who have been profoundly religious one which is probably the root of our national identity is really quite general. Those who seek their purity in revolution are not the only ones pursuing a part of the public behind the public: the tendency is not to make what was once a profoundly religious one which is the greatest passion of the whole nation. If you have a part of a much broader cultural revolution the rest, seeking new values within themselves, in various kinds of trips, and in the face of nature, and in a host of other things. Richard Nixon has expanded his campaign in the commonality of the members of the public is not surprising. Nixon says: "We have often heard of the seeming illusion that one definition of good and evil?"

The question of secret military research on campus is one which divides our community a lot more now than ever, there is a need for openness. The Tech would like to be able to take a stand either for or against these new contract proposals; however, with the information available to us, it is not possible. Much of the necessary information may be classified, and the rest is being zealously guarded by Administration types. In conclusion we would like to suggest that this research be made more open in this field, and urge the Administration to submit the question to campus-wide review.

I would be interested in the future if it were not for the fact that the religion of revolution is not the only novel world view which has come forth recently to vie for the allegiance of those who have seen the failings and contradictions of the traditional God and Country outlook. Any one who has made the slightest attempt to look for it has found that the current search for new religious beliefs is not as novel as it was—-a number of prominent theologians have noted that the interests of those who have been profoundly religious one which is probably the root of our national identity is really quite general. Those who seek their purity in revolution are not the only ones pursuing a part of the public behind the public: the tendency is not to make what was once a profoundly religious one which is the greatest passion of the whole nation. If you have a part of a much broader cultural revolution the rest, seeking new values within themselves, in various kinds of trips, and in the face of nature, and in a host of other things. Richard Nixon has expanded his campaign in the commonality of the members of the public is not surprising. Nixon says: "We have often heard of the seeming illusion that one definition of good and evil?"

Washington (LNS) — Marijuana may well be good medicine for victims of tetanus, kidney failure, and sunstroke, according to the results of medical research just made public.

Encouraging studies, done ten years ago at the Army chemical warfare laboratory at the Edgewater Arsenal in Maryland, were disclosed when proceedings of a 1969 National Institute of Mental Health conference were published, according to a February 2, Washington Post dispatch.

At that conference, Dr. Van Sim of the Edgewood Arsenal called both natural marijuana and its synthetic "interesting from a medical standpoint."

"If there are benefits where they can be of definite use in medicine," he admitted, "having the drug under control is a necessity for effective self." Marijuana, the scientist noted, lowers blood pressure for as long as 36 hours — an effect that might be useful in treating patients with high blood pressure. Marijuana also quickly lowers the body temperature of experimental subjects by as much as three degrees, a property that could be useful in extreme cases of sunstroke. Sunstroke currently kills a large number of people, but it is severe enough to render them unconscious. An injection of marijuana serum might save those lives.

J. C. also cited the work done in the 1940's by the late Dr. Walter Uanger, who found that marijuana contains tetrahydrocannabinol (THC, the principal psychoactive ingredient) in preventing epileptic seizures when given in small do.

Loebe's studies, Sim lamented, have "not stopped because political pressures any possibility of addition. At that time, many researchers had not proved beyond the doubt the virtuousness and the positive physical addiction to marijuana.

Sim's work at the Army Chemical Corps Medical Research Laboratory turned up more evidence of marijuana's positive effects besides its useful medical characteristics. When Sim took some marijuana-effective substances into his body, he said, according to the transcript of the medical conference. Sim claims that only small, italicized words emphasize geometrical designs were experienced. Although aware of new, unannounced experiments, I preferred to be left alone... even the sound of people chanting and eating food was very delightful."

To the Editor:

Remember how marijane used to taste? My memory has not been at all well lately and I've forgotten what it tastes like. Here they came, and your usual things from Cameron, who is not a hick burgh anyway. If one million monkeys were tied together by the tails and given one million Iowa tape, were no strings attached. I'm getting hungry. How rude. I'm about to get a few. So it's no surprise that I hed. Please consider what I've said. Let's remain friendly.

Letters

Pot is good for you!

The following news release is reprinted in its entirety from the Greenville News of last week. — H. B.

Washington (LNS) — Marijuana may well be good medicine for victims of tetanus, kidney failure, and sunstroke, according to the results of medical research just made public.

Encouraging studies, done ten years ago at the Army chemical warfare laboratory at the Edgewater Arsenal in Maryland, were disclosed when proceedings of a 1969 National Institute of Mental Health conference were published, according to a February 2, Washington Post dispatch.

At that conference, Dr. Van Sim of the Edgewood Arsenal called both natural marijuana and its synthetic “interesting from a medical standpoint.”
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(First news release reprinted in its entirety from the Greenville News of last week. — H. B.)
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In the jungle of cities, a detached observer may witness the great and small, the pure and corrupted, the acts of good and generosity that man is capable of. Precisely at the time he watches him, knowingly or not, acts and reactions, becomes or withdraws from, grows, or, at any rate, simply acts. Somewhere, in the vague region between the tangible and intangible watching, stands a wall around and through which he cannot go. For that one other who could climb behind his eyes with him. And man’s inability to find this one, and his awareness, more pronounced in those others, that “communication” when explored to its farthest extremes precise to self-interpreted, is the catalyst of loneliness. Attempting to overcome it, man creates a jungle of cities, and codes and actions all elaborately trapped in love. Friendship and codes - all elaborately tempting to overcome it. Imagination proves to be self-interpretation. For that one other who could climb behind his eyes with him. And so he remains trapped in love. Friendship and codes and actions - all elaborately tempting to overcome it. Imagination proves to be self-interpretation. For that one other who could climb behind his eyes with him.

The MIT Humanities Series Presents the Balsam-Kroll Trio in an all-Beethoven piano trio program, as part of MIT’s Beethoven Bicentennial festivities on Sunday, February 12.

My immediate reaction upon leaving this performance was to wish that Beethoven had more bicentennials. It was well worth fighting the weather and the temptation to sleep away Sunday day to be there.

The performance itself can be described in one word: glorious. Beethoven chose three piano trios to be his Opus 1, and although he only wrote three additional full scale piano trios with violin and cello after these, the quality of these pieces and Beethoven’s own recorded recitals mark all the same as this combination of instruments. The playing which the pieces received at the hands of the Balsam-Kroll-Helfetz trio made it clear that the performer agreed with Beethoven’s preference. Every phrase was carefully planned, and the presentation was solid structure. This musicality was in evidence from the opening measures of the first piece, the C minor trio Op. 70, No. 1. What makes a performance something more than just an technical display of dry notes is not a clear-cut thing. Besides just hitting the right notes there are semi-technical considerations of dynamics and phrasing, things for which there is no “right way” of doing, but which are also easy to do wrong. In addition, there is an intangible factor, call it inspiration, mood, genius...what have you, which can uplift and perfect even an already excellent performance. It is my plan to return to this concert by the B-K-H Trio, all these elements of true musicianship were present. By Enmanuel Goldman

LSC capsules

First shown here last month, this film by USC cinema graduate Shu Shu Shues returns to Kresse this September. "By popular demand," it is in advance of a national tour of college campuses. It received widespread acclaim at the San Francisco Film festival, and since its release has been in commercial engagement in Paris. Show times are 6 and 10 pm, Friday and Saturday; tickets are $2.

Diana’s Barber Shop

Diana and Marilyn at your service
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Fiesta Española

Tonight. Revel in music, song, dance & food in the authentic taste of old Spanish authentic style.coil. performed by La Tuna de Madrid, spirited young group of six, recently received at the hands of the Kroll-Helfetz Trio in an all-Beethoven piano trio program, as part of MIT’s Beethoven Bicentennial festivities on Sunday, February 12.

The playing which the pieces received at the hands of the Balsam-Kroll-Helfetz trio made it clear that the performer agreed with Beethoven’s preference. Every phrase was carefully planned, and the presentation was solid structure. This musicality was in evidence from the opening measure of the first piece, the C minor trio Op. 70, No. 1. What makes a performance something more than just a technical display of dry notes is not a clear-cut thing. Besides just hitting the right notes there are semi-technical considerations of dynamics and phrasing, things for which there is no "right way" of doing, but which are also easy to do wrong. In addition, there is an intangible factor, call it inspiration, mood, genius...what have you, which can uplift and perfect even an already excellent performance. It is my plan to return to this concert by the B-K-H Trio, all these elements of true musicianship were present. By Enmanuel Goldman
Viva Max

By Emanuel Goldman

...Don't They?

(Continued from page 3)

They dance the floor, Robert scholes. When another contestant, Alice, wants to embrace him, Robert consents. He has a mistress, a retired batik artist. Her hubby, leader of a paramilitary vigilante group called "The Avericans," proves to be a coward in the final showdown.

The film presents a Mexican viewpoint on Texas and the Alamo. A bumbling general named Santos (Peter Ustinov) and a small troop of disinterested Mexican soldiers occupy the Alamo. The general, initially un-

popular with the men, just wanted to prove to his girl back home that he was capable of inspiring and leading the troop. Naturally, the troop couldn't care less at first; but by the end, Max has astonishingly become their lead-

er. The film pokes hard at Ameri-

can complacency. A State Dep-

artment representative says "A-

micality is the cornerstone of our relations with small coun-

ties," a totally absurd statement in the light of recent history (even from the standard texts).

Military illusion gets a good drubbing as well, with Jonathan Winters and Keenan Wynn as the inept American generals responsible for evicting Max's maraud-

ers.

But the real shaft is reserved for the ultra-tight John Birch types. "A Mor. Birch can't tell Max from a Red Chinese, throw-

ing "you pink chink" at him, Her hubby, leader of a paramili-

tary vigilante group called "The Avericans," proves to be a coward in the final showdown.

The film has one glaring weakness. The dramatic and them-

atic thrust is towards Max growing into the role of a revolu-

tionary, albeit an unwilling and un-

likely one. But they chicken out: Max never does arrive where he seems to be going. All the same, Viva Max is an inter-

esting, potent, and best of all, amusing comedy.

Brecht

(Continued from page 2)

and charge a toll to win - isn't that the contest?

ant cracks up, Gloria says, "They're coming back for more, they?" he says. "The Best Things in Life aren't things." And Brecht depicts in eloquently "angiy" speeches and then sum-

mable, potent, and best--of all, escaping, what may be said of the entire	

escapism.

Nicholas Kepros is a detached writer. paper. At college book-

stores and stationery stores.
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GREAT ESCAPISM

GRACIOUS GREENE TRAVELS WITH MY AUNT

SARMED WITH A PAPER THAT WILL NEVER SMOKE,...

GREAT ESCAPISM

GRACIOUS GREENE TRAVELS WITH MY AUNT

SARMED WITH A PAPER THAT WILL NEVER SMOKE,...

Get away from it all on a two week vacation to Europe with Aunt Augusta, a lady in her seventies with a shabby past and a questionable future. In her sprueish schemes, she involves her nephew, a retired bank manager who raise dabbles for diversion (and Aunt Augusta whisks him from London to Istanbul to Paraguay and to a new life).

This witty, cosmic escapist is filled with an odd assortment of men from Aunt Augusta's past: a happy pedophile (not papa) from Athens, a sinister Italian aristocrat, and a Chinese general.

along the way, they're lipstick, a CIA official, and an American college girl turned hippie. But, best of all, there's Aunt Augusta, the off-beat creation of Graham Greene, The Third Man, and The Power and The Glory.

GRAHAM GREENE TRAVELS WITH MY AUNT

Viking Press

$4.95

the Coop

HARRIS STUDENT CENTER

M I A N S D I S T R I C T  C O L L E G E

Children's Hospital, Medical Center

See your College Placement Office now for an appointment on:
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20
Why Savings Bank Life Insurance belongs in the possession of every contemporary man and woman.

Savings Bank Life Insurance is America's oldest and most secure life insurance for all Ordinary Life, Endowment, and Renewable Term. That's one reason why.

For example, under the SB Li 5 year Renewable Term Plan, a man of 40 can buy $12,000 in Savings Bank Life Insurance for less than $100 a year!* (at age 25, the cost is less than $75 a year**). This makes it possible to provide extra protection—at lowest cost—at a time when families need it most. In addition, an SB Li 3 year term policy is automatically renewable and convertible to any one of several permanent policies up to age 65, without additional medical examination. This assures continuity of protection, no matter what health condition might develop.

Another reason why is that although Massachusetts Savings Bank Life Insurance is available only to people who live or work in Massachusetts, you can keep any amount you own at the same low premiums even if you should leave the state.

To learn more about the many kinds of SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE, visit our bank and ask for a free copy of the informative SBLI FACTS booklet. While you're there, we'll be pleased to answer any questions you may have about SBLI. And you don't have to be a depositor or customer of the bank to receive this service.

*Average net annual payment for 5 years, based on a $50 Savings Bank Life Insurance divided scale.

8 to 5:30 491-9189
KENDALL BARBER SHOP
KENDALL BUILDING
238 MAIN STREET
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

---

** Why engineering students graduate to Lockheed.**

Progress is a matter of degrees. But, that's only the beginning. At Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, we're working on worldwide...otherworld...superverber...and subworld projects. We're way ahead on top secret, extremely advanced programs to prove it. And, when it comes to ballistic missiles, Polaris and Poseidon show an arc of triumph. We think deeply, too...consider our deep submergence vehicles, for example. And, just to show you our feet are solidly on the ground, we're working on advanced land vehicles. Information? Business, government and industry get it out of our systems. LMSC has been in the sea...on land...in the air...in space...and now, we're coming to your campus. We'd like to talk to you about coming to LMSC. Contact your placement office for an appointment. Our interview team will be on campus Feb. 23 and 24. Move up to Lockheed...or move over for those who do. If an interview is inconvenient at this time, write to: College Relations Coordinator, P.O. Box 504, Sunnyvale, California 94088. LMSC is an equal opportunity employer.

---

** Rifle team mark at 14-1.**

Compton Seminar Tomorrow Night 8 pm
James R. Killian, chairman, MIT Corporation
Mike Wallace, CBS News
Edwin Diamond, former senior editor, Newsweek
Fred Friendly, former vice-president, CBS News
Thomas Winship, senior editor, Boston Globe

(Continued from page 8)

Student air fares to Europe start at $120

European Travel Bureau, Inc., 828 Boylston St., Boston, Mass., 02116

---

** Why are these men laughing? Find out on The Don Adams Special: "Hooray for Hollywood!"...brought to you by Budweiser, the King of Beers. Thursday, February 26, CBS-TV, 8 p.m. EST.**

Anheuser-Busch, Inc. • St. Louis
The team record now stands at 7-3. Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute lost an important match to NU, Harvard victims of streaking marksmen.

The rifle team is rolling up a fantastic record this season, perhaps the best ever. In a match just before intermission the MIT rifle team met, previously undefeated Northeastern University. The red-hot Engineers could not be stopped as they handed the Huskies their first defeat of the season, 1325-1281.

Jack Chesley ‘71 led the team to victory with an excellent 270. He started out with a 98 in the prone position, added 65 in kneeling, and finished with a terrific 87 standing.

Second place on the team went to Captain Dick Evans ‘70 as he fired 268. His score by position were 96 in prone, 86 in kneeling, and another excellent 86 in standing.

Third man on the team was Eric Kramer ‘71 with a very good 266. He started off with a superb 86 in standing, had severe equipment troubles in prone with a 91, then fired an 85. Fourth place went to Bill D’Amico ‘71, Gus Benedicty ‘71 to give the team a 6-3 overall mark. The foil team split, mark ‘is 7-3.

Friday, Feb. 13 proved in-